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RINGKASAN: Kebolehgunaan dan kelemahan kaedah unjuran pinggir telah dikaji 
dengan mengukur profil permukaan sebuah bi/ah kipas dan dengan membandingkan 
keputusan daripada kaedah pengukuran tersebut dengan keputusan yang diperolehi 
daripada penggunaan mesin mengukur koordinat (CMM). Kaedah menjejak pinggir 
secara automatik telah digunakan untuk menganalisis corak pinggir di atas 
permukaan bi/ah. Kaedah unjuran pinggir tersebut telah diuji terlebih dahufu dengan 
mengukur profil permukaan-permukaan bersilinder. Perbandingan antara keputusan 
kaedah unjuran pinggir dengan mesin mengukur koordinat menunjukkan bahawa 
kaedah pinggir terunjur menghasilkan keputusan yang menghampiri keputusan 
daripada mesin mengukur koordinat. Walau ·bagaimanapun, kecondongan pinggir 
dan kesan pencerahan tanpa pengkolimatan didapati mempengaruhi ralat dalam 
kaedah pengukuran tersebut. Cara-cara untuk membafki kejituan kaedah pengukuran 
tersebut turut dicadangkan. 

ABSTRACT: The applicability and limitations of the fringe projection technique was 
investigated by measuring the surface profile of a fan blade and comparing the 
results with those obtained using a coordinate measuring . machine (CMM). An 
automatic fringe tracking method was used to analyze the fringe pattern on the 
blade surface. The technique was initially tested by measuring the surface profiles 
of cylindrical surfaces. Comparison of the fringe projection and CMM results together 
with an error analysis has revealed that the fringe projection technique gives results, 
which are in agreement with those obtained using CMM. However, the tilt of the 
fringes and the effect of uncollimated illumination were found to contribute. significantly 
to the error in the fringe projection technique. Methods of improving the accuracy 
of the measurement technique are proposed. 
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INTRODUCTtQ.N 

Knowledge of the shape of an object or the profile of a surface is important in areas of 
manufacturing such as autpm_atep assembly ~S.i!JR{or.c~ corw.liance, automated welding and 
spray painting, and in ~~.§s-_of quali~;,corT.trq! sµch ~as prgqsi()f.l :ifl.l:>pection using coordinate 
measuring machine by continuous scanning. In these applications, the approximate shape 
of the object or surface must be known before the' riexftask'can be executed efficiently. For 
example, a welding robot needs to l<hoW. the.surface profile of the part being welded so that 
a constant distance can be maintained b~~y,~lhe welding rod and the surface during the 
welding process. Similarly, in a CNC coordinate measuring machine, if the approximate 
shape or dimensions of the component are known, the machine can then be programmed 
to probe-'s~l~tted poi~ts'Ori the corrioonent; and tf'lus verifv 'its cfimensionaraccr.itaby rapidly. 
lnformati61'1 'COricerriina'tl'le bbiect'sMioe rrtav· be obtaltiea from the CAb data oft'tl'~ object, 
but this is onen timec:on~~liminQ ,~r:1,d ifl s9ryi~_aJ?pli~§.~i9rs, s~Qhfs,,autom~t~d wel9ing, the 
. robot hii~ t<fwqrk .ori syitaces· wh9s(CAD data may not °be,r~a~Ijy Jvaiiab.li, .Therefore, 
a metti9~·,o,: ~~a~uri,ng't~e. shap~ of, th~ 9bject or its:~ylface,wp~le. ~qe~itip'pr.qx.imately 
but rapi~ly, j~ _ne~es~~ry ,$<>._ thatt_he iOfprmati,ofr extrac~~ci from: ,th~~-measlJr~mf;lr;it.'can be 
used t(?., a9c.Q_mplis!:l,?- give11 ta~k .succe~sfully, such cl.~weldiog)n,p: fQpptic,,app\ication. 

Several·J~niques are available for measuring surface profiles. These include· moire contouring 
(Trolinger, .1'996)i the,ESPl'method (Joenathan(et al:; 1990), ,holographic contouring (Jones 
and Wykes; .. et al., 1989) and' friR'ge: 'projection rnethOd (Elad/ t989).·All 0Hties~1methods 
are optical based, and therefore do not require contact with\tn~:,surface·bein'g rri~asured 
and are capable of providing whole-field information. Among these measurement methods 
the fringe projection methOd has severaladvanta:des ·aver thEfothers: The 'attractive'features 
of this measurement technique include' : (a) ' the exoerimentafdesian and the technique of 
analysis are s1mpl.ai (b) no costly optical components o'r instruments are req1,Jii:ed, (C) fr.iformation 
can be extracted frorri a, sJngle, fringe pattern (interferogram}, ·(d) go® contrast fringes that . .. . ' ' • ',.;. '· ,: . , . .. ·. 
are suitable forautomaticanalysis can be.obtained cornpareR.to t~e moire ord~S.Plrnethod. 
One main !imitation otme-fringe projecti9,r:, techlliqu~ i_~H).at VVQ.en ~l}alysi$-iS,atte[Jlpted using 
a single tringe,pattem'"(i.e.,without 4sing the PMSe-shitting .Jeehnique: (Hobson,'eta/., 1997) 
which requires,,,usually, three or ,more .fringe patterns). the accuracy -0t ,the ·techflique very 
much depends on the geometricakaccllracy of the experimentahietup. However, as1we will 
show in the current work, this technique' is ,ideaLin situatloris,wherEf only ttie approximate 
shape of the test surface, i.e. within an accuracy of about 2mm, needs to be known. 

In most fringe projection techniques the fringes are generated either by projecting the 
shadow of a grating using a standard slide projector (Elad, 1989) (also known as structured 
lighting) or bv oroiectina the frinaes obtained from an interferometer such as the Michelson 
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interferometer (Jones, R. et al., 1989); The disadvantage of the first method is that the pitch 

of the projected fringes may not be readily .changed and hence the sensitivity of the method 

is rather limited. The second method, however, allows Jhe fringe spacing to be easily varied 

by rotating one of the mirrors in the interferometer, hence, enabling one to gauge a larger 

range of 3-D surfaces. In addition, unlike in str.uctured lighting, the Michelson interferometer 

method produces truly sinusoidal fringes whose centerlines can be located automatically 

using a fringe tracking algorithm or the fringes can be phase-stepped in order to improve 

the accuracy of measurement. The main limitation of the Michelson interferometer method 

is its sensitivity to vibration and therefore the measurement must be carried out on an optical 

bench complete with vibration isolation. 

In the current work the applicability and limitations of the fringe projection technique was 

investigated by measuring the surface profile of a fan blade and comparing the results with 

those measured using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM). The technique was first 

tested by measuring the surface profiles of test cylinders of known diameters. Based on the 

comparison of the results from the fringe projection technique and measurement using the 

CMM, the main sources of error in the fringe projection technique are discussed, and 

methods of improving its accuracy for more accurate measurement work are proposed. 

THEORY 

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the fringe projection technique. Vertical fringes are projected 

onto an arbitrarily curved surface. The origin of the reference axes X-Y-Z lies on·the first 

fringe such that the X-axis cuts across all the fringes. The angle between the fringe projection 

direction and the viewing direction, which is parallel to the z~axis, is 8. For a point P(xp, 

yp, zp) that lies on the first fringe the Z-coordinate of P is given by simple triangulation as 

Xp 
Zp =--

tan(J 

Similarly for a point Q(xa, YQ, zo) on the nth fringe the Z-coordinate is given by 

(XQ .:.. XQ') (XQ' - n/) 
ZQ =- .. 

tan8 tan8 

where l is the fringe spacing along the X-axis. 
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Figure 1. Geometry of the fringe projection technique 

For the case when the fringes are tilted by an angle 4> about the Z-axis in the counter

clockwise direction in Figure 1 we can show that the Z-coordinate of point Q will be given 

by 

Ya tan4> + {xa - xo·) + {xo· - nl) 
ZQ =- -

tano tano 
(3) 

Therefore by finding the X- and Y-coordinates of each point on the fringe on the object 
surface the Z-coordinate of the point can be determined from equation (2) for the case of 
vertical fringes or from equation (3) if the angle of tilt of the fringe is known. It is worth 

mentioning that the above analysis only provides the X-Y-Z data along the fringe centers 
and it will be necessary to use an interpolation algorithm or software to obtain the data at 

specified grid intervals on the blade surface. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A layout of the optical arrangement is shown in Figure 2. The beam from a ?mW He-Ne 

laser was split using a beam-splitter (BS). One arm of the beam was reflected off a fixed 
mirror and the other was reflected off a mirror mounted onto a rotary stage. The two reflected 
beams recombine at the beam splitter and is reflected towards the object surface via a beam 

expander, in this case a microscope objective (MO) with a magnification of 20x. The distance 
between the object and the microscope objective was approximately SOOmm. 
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Figure 2. Schematic of the optical layout 
(M = mirror, MO = microscope objective, BS = beam splitter) 

The experiments were initially carried out on cylindrical sections of diameters 56mm and 
44mm in order to verify the technique of analys.is. The cylinders were mounted vertically and 

horizontally in successive experiments to obtain two different patterns of projected fringes. 

The mirrors of the interferometer were adjusted in order to obtain vertical fringes with a pitch 
of approximately 1 Omm. The fringes were photographed and scanned into a computer for 

analysis. It is much quicker to capture the image directly into the computer using a CCD 

camera however, this requires an image processing card which was not available at the stage 
of our work. A typical fringe pattern on the horizontal cylinder is shown in Figure 3. For the 

vertical cylinder the analysis to determine the surface profile was carried out at two different 
levels on the cylinder spaced at 25mm. For each level the x- and y-coordinates of fringe 

centers were manually digitized in pixel coordinates and converted into the global coordinates 

of the optical bench. The z-coordinates of each of the digitized points were then evaluated 

using the equations derived. The x- and y-coordinates of the points were plotted and an arc 
of a circle of diameter equal to that of the cylinder was superimposed for comparison 

purposes. For the horizontal cylinder, since the fringes were identical, only one of the fringe 
was considered for the analysis. 

Figure 3. Projected fringes on the horizontal cylinder 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results on tests . on cylinders 

Figure 4 shows the location of the digitized points at the two levels of the vertical cylinder. 
The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 5 in which the calculated z-coordinate is 
the average for the two levels. The path of the projected fringes and an arc representing 
the cylinder were superimposed onto the plotted points in Figure 5. The figure shows that 
almost all the digitized points lie on the arc and coincide exactly with the path of the projected 
fringes. The effects of errors in digitizing the fringe centers and perspective distortions in 
the images do not appear to affect the results significantly for the case of the vertical cylinder. 
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Figure 4. Location of digitized points on the vertical 
cylinder section (all units in mm) 
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Figure 5. Plot of digitized points on the horizontal plane 
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The results of the analysis on the horizontal cylinder are shown in Figures 6(a) and (b), in which 

the digitized points were plotted in the y-z (vertical)plane. Figure 6(a) is for the case when 
the fringes were vertical and at an angle of projection of 8=45° and Figure 6(b) for the case 

when the fringes were inclined at approximately t/)=20° to the vertical and with 8=60°. 

Y(mm) . 
Y(mm) 

x. • digitized points 

(a) (b) 
x. • digitizecl points 

Figure 6. Plot of digitized points on horizontal cylinders for 
(a) vertical projection fringes and (b) inclined projection fringes 

The results for the horizontal cylinder show thatwhen the fringes are vertical the profile of 
the surface can be determined with reasonable accuracy. This is shown by the position of 
the digitized points in Figure 6(a). When the fringes are inclined, however, the error in locating 

the points below the z-axis increases [Figure 6(b)). The cause of this error needs further 

investigation. However, sufficient accuracy can be expected if care is taken to ensure that 
the projected fringes are vertical. The effect of error due to the tilt in the fringes is discussed 
in the next section. 

Analysis on fan blade 

A photograph of the fringe pattern on the fan blade is sho~n in Figure 7. The blade has 
overall dimensions of approximately 160mm by 150mm and was painted white to improve 

the contrast of the fringes. A reference plane perpendicular to the camera axis was used 
to determine the fringe spacing along the Z-axis. This plane is visible at the lower left of 
the image in Figure 7. The fringe centers on the blade surface were traced automatically 
using a fringe tracking algorithm coded into a computer program. The algorithm detects the 

minimum pixel intensity on each fringe and marks the position as the fringe centerline. It 
was necessary to smooth the image using a 3x3 average filter in order to remove noise in 

the image before the fringe tracking could be carried out successfully. The results of the 
fringe tracking operation complete with boundary detection are shown in Figure 8. Scaled 
lines representing the X- and Y-axes drawn on the surface of the fan blade were used for 
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converting the digitized fringe centers from pixels into global coordinates. The original axes 

X-Y were initially translated to the reference axes (labeled as X'-Y' in Figure 7) on the first 
fringe before the analysis was carried out. The. Z'-coordinate of each digitized point on the 

fringe in the new axes system (X'-Y') was determined from equation (2). 

Figure 7. Photograph of fringe 
p~ttern on fan blade. 

Figure 8. Automatically detected fringe 
centers (Z-axis is perpendicular to the paper) 

After the analysis was carried out for all the fringes the origin was translated back to the 
original position (X-Y). A contour plot representing the surface of the fan blade was obtained 

[Figure 9(a)] from the X-, Y- and 2-coordinates of the traced fringe centers using QuikGrid 

(version 3.3). In order to compare the experimental results with the actual profile of the fan 
blade a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) was used to measure its profile. The CMM 

was initially calibrated in-house using a 80mm Grade O block gage and the average error 

was found to be -0.01 Bmm with a standard deviation of 0.004mm. Points on the surface 

of the fan blade were probed using the CMM and the coordinates of each point were used 

to produce the contour plot shown in Figure 9(b). Plots showing cross-sectional views of 

the blade taken along different values of X were obtained for comparison between the two 

results. These are shown in Figure 1 O in which the curves were fitted to the data points using 
a fourth order polynomial function. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Contour plot of blade profile obtained from 
(a) fringe projection method and (b) measurement using CMM. 
(Contour intervals= 2 mm and grid resolution= 10 mm in both cases) 
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Figure 10. Cross-sectional plots of blade profile at various values of x 

Qualitative comparison between the results (Figures 9 and 10) show that the general shape 

of the blade profile obtained using the two techniques are similar. A quantitative comparison 
between the two results was made by evaluating the z-coordinates at similar grid points. 

A total of 146 grid points were considered for the comparison and the results showed that 

62% of the grid points agreed to within 1 mm, while 83% agreed to within 1.5mm with a 
.· standard deviation of 1.12mm. The mean error was -0.24mm. 

The accuracy of the measurement obtained from the fringe projection technique is therefore, 
sufficient for less critical applications such as for finding the approximate shape of a surface. 

However, the results may not be acceptable for quality control and other precision measurement 
work. In the current work, the limited accuracy of the technique may be caused by the 
following factors : 

(a) Use of uncollimated beam 

The use of uncollimated beam will cause a gradual increase in the fringe spacing due to 

the variation in the projection angle 8 over the surface of the object. In our analysis, 8, was 

assumed constant and this assumption is expected to introduce some errors in the results. 
The significance of this error can be estimated by measuring the spacing of the fringes on 
the reference plane. From automatic fringe tracking the spacing was found to vary from 

l = 10.6mm to l = 12.4mm, but in the analysis the average fringe spacing (I= 11 mm) was 
used. The effect of the reference fringe spacing on the accuracy of the measurement was 
investigated by repeating the analysis with values of l = 10.5mm and l = 11.4mm, and the 
results are as shown in Table 1 . 
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Table 1. Effect of reference fringe spacing on accuracy of measured result 

Fringe spacing I (mm) ·10.5 11 11.4 

% of points with error < 1 mm 32 62 37 

Standard deviation of error (mm) 1.57 1.12 1.55 

Mean error (mm) -1.76 -0.24 1.04 

The results in Table 1 show that the measurement is sensitive to the reference fringe spacing 

l and that reasonable accuracy may be obtained by using the average value. For more 

. precision measurements it will be necessary to take into account the variation of the 
projection angle 8 over the surface of the object. The larger error closer to the edge of the 
blade (at X=Omm in Figure 10) may also be attributed to this factor. 

(b) Error in locating fringe centers 

Fringe spacing on the blade surface ·both ·theoretically and experimentally represent its 

surface contour precisely. Thus, if the fringe centers can be located accurately, the accuracy 

of the measurement can be improved. If the error in locating the fringe center is ~P' then 

the error in xP is ~;tan 8. Foran angle of projection of 47°, AzP = ~p· Since the fringe centers 
were traced automatically in this work, the error in locating the fringe · centers is estimated 

to be ±1 pixel, which is equivalent to an error in zP of ±0.34mm. 

(c) Tilt in the fringes 

In the analysis on the fan blade, the tilt angle </> of the fringes to the vertical is assumed 
to be 0. However, if 11</> is the error in </> then the error in zp , i.e. Azp is given by 

[ tanq, - tan(</>± 11</>)] 
Az - y 

P - P tan(} 

When</>= 0, 

tan(± 11</>) 
AzP = - YP __ t_a_n_,,8-

(4) 

(5) 

By digitizing the 'centers of the vertical fringes on the ~eference plane (Figure 7) the value 

of 11</> = 0.9°. Hence the mean value of Azp = - 0.7 mm. T~is result indicates. that a small 
tilt in the projected fringes affect the results significantly. Thus, for high accurapy measurements 
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it is necessary to ensure that tilt angle is as small as possible. Alternatively, this angle must 

be measured accurately and its effect on the results must be accounted for. 

(d) Distortion in the imaging system 

The imaging system may introduce errors especially when working with photographs of fringe 

patterns. This is mainly due to aberrations in the camera's optical system, which will distort 

different areas of the field of view differently. The error in distortion was investigated by 

photographing a high quality graph paper of dimensions 80mm x 80mm and digitizing the grid 

points. The digitized points were then scaled using the scaling factor based on the overall 

dimensions of the graph paper. The scaling factors in the x0 and y-directions were found to 

be both equal to 0.358mm/pixel. The digitized coordinates of a total of 81 points were compared 

with the actual coordinates on the graph paper. The average error in the x-direction was found 

to be ,0.516mm with a standard deviation of 0.273mm and the corresponding values in the 

y-directions were -0.294mm and 0.168mm. Since the surface of the blade has an average 

gradient of 17° (measured along X=60mm in Figure 10) the error in the z-direction due to the 

distortion caused by the imaging system is approximately 0.2mm. 

CONCLUSION . 

The fringe projection method is shown to be capable of providing the surface profile geometry 

quickly. and fairly accurately. Comparison of results from the fringe projection method and 

from measurements obtained using CMM showed that it was in agreement within 1 mm, at 

approximately 62% of the grid points compared. The main sources of error are due to the 

variation of the projection angle over the surface of the blade and also due to the tilt angle 

of the fringes. Since the fringe centers were traced and digitized automatically the accuracy 

in locating the fringe centers is limited by the pixel resolution of the digitizing system. Errors 

due to distortions caused by the imaging system is also found to be a limiting factor to the 

accuracy attainable, though not as significant as the main factors described above. The 

accuracy of the measurement technique may be improved by projecting vertical fringes which 

are well collimated. In addition, a phase-stepped analysis technique may be used to improve 

the accuracy further. However, for less critical applications where only the approximate 

surface profile is required, the technique described in this work is applicable. The main 

advantages of this method is that it is possible to obtain a whole-field information rapidly 

in a single experimental set-up and no physical contact between the measuring device and 

the object is required. 
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